
History Content Notes: The Agricultural and Industrial Revolutions  

 New tools such as the plow and sickle, more profitable techniques, and new crops from the New 

World change farming  

 Causes: consolidation of land and increased yields 

 This helps support a rapidly expanding population, allows capital to accumulate, and 

changes market relations 

 Urbanization- shift of populations from rural areas to urban ones 

 Result of Agricultural revolution, as people no longer need to farm to survive  

 The railroads are very important for the revolutions and Urbanization 

 Can transport goods from one area to another; allows crops to leave farms and enter 

cities in mass quantities  

 Can also transport people as needed  

 Industrialization is a gradual process  

 Industrialization begins in the textile industry  

 Flying shuttle (speed cloth can be woven increases, now demand for more thread)-

spinning jenny (increases rate at which thread is spun, now demand for faster looms)-

water frame (increases speed that cloth is made) 

 Shows technological inventions are the result of market relations 

 Industrialization starts in Britain and then spreads elsewhere 

 Britain had: advances in farming from Agricultural Revolution, natural resources and 

access to waterways, successful commerce due to worldwide empire  

 Business friendly conditions: easier to be an entrepreneur and to form companies  

 Laisses faire government- the government does not interfere with the economy  

 Ends mercantilism 

 Factory workers suffer from poor working and living conditions 

 Businesses want to maximize profits and minimize costs (labor is a cost) 

 Iron law of wages- pay workers only slightly above substance level, work them as long 

as possible  

 People in steel or textile mills work 12-14 hours a day, 6 days a week; no sick days and 

no unemployment even if hurt; no minimum wage  

 Housing follows the same philosophy; tenement housing is made as cheap as possible; 

many people have to crowd together due to low wages  

 Child labor also happens because of families need for money and businesses seeing another 

way to increase profits 

 Government doesn’t do anything about problems because of laissez faire attitude  

 Industrialization leads to lots of air and water pollution, as well as deforestation  

* This lesson is meant to teach students about how agriculture and industry are two sectors that have a 

very large impact on life. They can learn about the pros and cons of factory production, and will also see 

that revolutions can happen in ways other than political thought. They also get a great connection to 

their own lives with the comparison between the industrial revolution and digital revolution.  


